
Through the Eyes of Jesus: Poor in Spirit – Matthew 5:1-3                       08.11.13  
 
Main Idea: “Those who would build high must begin low” – Matthew Henry 
 
Q: What is being “blessed”? 
A: Being                       by God (undeserved favor).  
 
 
Q: How does being ‘blessed’ differ from being ‘happy’? 
A: Happiness is dependent upon changeable                          whereas being blessed is to be 
favored by God who is sovereign over all circumstances.  
 
 
Q: What does “poor in spirit” mean? 
A: An attitude of                           that saturates how you live & view life; recognizing your lack 
of righteousness and need of a Savior.  
 
 
Q: Why is being “poor in spirit” important? 
A: Because it                    up the floodgates of God’s blessings whereas pride blocks blessings & 
breeds spiritual                          (Psalm 51:17).  
*Satan has zero humility.  
 
“Privileged are the spiritually poor” – Only when we realize that we are empty is when we will 
see our need to be filled. Only when we see our sin will we see the need to repent and turn to 
Christ.  
 
 
Q: What is the kingdom of Heaven? 
A:                            that truly matters (Matthew 8:10-12; 10:13-16). 
 
 
Q: What is the opposite of “poor in spirit”? 
A: Self-mindedness where personal benefit is the reason why we participate in or avoid “Jesus” 
activities (Revelation 3:17; Psalm 52:4-7; James 4:6).   
 
 
Action point: 
Q: How can you practically live out being “poor in spirit” to those you know? 
A: ___________ 
 
 
 
 
 
Key: favored/circumstances/humility/opens/disease/Everything/benefit 
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